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ABSTRACT
As computational resolution of modern cosmological simulations reach ever so close to resolving individual
star-forming clumps in a galaxy, a need for “resolution-appropriate” physics for a galaxy-scale simulation has
never been greater. To this end, we introduce a self-consistent numerical framework that includes explicit
treatments of feedback from star-forming molecular clouds (SFMCs) and massive black holes (MBHs). In
addition to the thermal supernovae feedback from SFMC particles, photoionizing radiation from both SFMCs
and MBHs is tracked through full 3-dimensional ray tracing. A mechanical feedback channel from MBHs is
also considered. Using our framework, we perform a state-of-the-art cosmological simulation of a quasar-host
galaxy at z ∼ 7.5 for ∼ 25 Myrs with all relevant galactic components such as dark matter, gas, SFMCs, and
an embedded MBH seed of & 106 M⊙. We find that feedback from SFMCs and an accreting MBH suppresses
runaway star formation locally in the galactic core region. Newly included radiation feedback from SFMCs,
combinedwith feedback from theMBH, helps the MBH grow faster by retaining gas that eventually accretes on
to the MBH. Our experiment demonstrates that previously undiscussed types of interplay between gas, SFMCs,
and a MBH may hold important clues about the growth and feedback of quasars and their host galaxies in the
high-redshift Universe.
Keywords: galaxies: formation – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: star
formation – galaxies: nuclei – ISM: structure – stars: formation – quasars: supermassive black
holes – methods: numerical
1. INTRODUCTION
The very massive black holes lurking at the centers of many
large galaxies in the Universe have been the topic of hard-
working observers and theorists over the past decades. It has
now become a consensus view that these massive black holes
(MBHs) and their host galaxies have grown together under
each other’s influence. Moreover, observations indicate that
extremely massive black holes of mass & 109 M⊙ started to
exist in the z > 7 era, only a few hundred Myrs after the Big
Bang (e.g., Mortlock et al. 2011; Ban˜ados et al. 2018), and
many more prevailed in the z ∼ 6 era (e.g., Venemans et al.
2013; Wu et al. 2015). The discovery of surprisingly massive
black holes in the early Universe inevitably raises intriguing
questions about our understanding of the Universe: How did
MBHs acquire such large masses in such a short time? Do
we need any new physical mechanism to explain the rapid
growth of MBHs? How do MBHs interact with the interstel-
lar medium (ISM) of their host galaxies? Do high-z MBHs
imply that the age of the Universe estimated by the standard
ΛCDM cosmology is inaccurate after all? The evolution of
MBHs in the early Universe is thus considered as an ultimate
testing ground for our contemporary understandings of astro-
physics, black hole physics, and cosmology.
A commonly referred scenario for a high-z MBH forma-
tion begins with a remnant black hole of tens of solar masses
that forms when a first generation Population III star dies at
z& 10. Then a sequence of galaxy mergers and subsequently,
merging of their embedded black holes are thought to have led
to a & 109 M⊙ MBH by z > 7 (e.g., Haiman & Loeb 2001;
Volonteri 2010, see also other scenarios with more massive
seed black holes such as direct collapse black holes — to
be discussed in Section 4.1). A numerical evaluation of this
hypothesis requires us to implement self-consistent physics
models surrounding the evolution of MBHs in simulations:
How is the interstellar gas consumed through star formation
and MBH accretion? How do radiation and winds from the
MBHs in turn self-regulate the growth of their own and their
host galaxies? How do young stars’ radiation and supernovae
explosions curb subsequent star formation and keep the inter-
stellar gas from being hastily consumed? An unabridged, self-
consistent modeling of how galactic ingredients — gas, stars,
and MBHs — interact with one another at different scales is
indeed crucial to numerically probe the evolution of MBHs.
Aided by the advances in parallel computing, modern cos-
mological simulations with large computational domains (of
at least & 10 Mpc) are now starting to resolve structures
as small as individual star-forming clouds (of . 10 pc) in-
side a galaxy (e.g., Ceverino et al. 2018; Hopkins et al. 2018;
Kim et al. 2018). This type of high-resolution simulation is an
ideal vehicle to investigate how a high-z MBH grew as they
resolve gas inflows from large to small scales simultaneously,
and allows us to sample one or more sufficiently massive
MBH seed. Such simulations will be indispensable to fully
grasp how small-scale physics of MBHs is so tightly linked
with overall galactic evolution and morphology. However,
note that even a simulation with the best numerical resolution
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would not be useful to its full potential unless it is accom-
panied by self-consistent physics models that are appropriate
at that particular resolution. In fact, a high-resolution simu-
lation without “resolution-appropriate” physics models could
very well produce meaningless, if not inaccurate, results. As
an example, for a kpc-resolution simulation, a simple stel-
lar feedback prescription that describes only supernovae ex-
plosions is likely sufficient. But for a pc-resolution simu-
lation with a corresponding timestep of ∆ t ∼ 3× 104 yr at
104 K, a better feedback prescription is required that includes
early channels such as photoionizing radiation from young
stars (ages of . 3 Myr≃ 100∆ t; see e.g., Stinson et al. 2013;
Kim et al. 2013a; Hopkins et al. 2018). Without a temporally-
resolved stellar feedbackmodel appropriate for the resolution,
even the pc-resolution simulation would not be useful to its
full potential.
Despite its best recent efforts (e.g., Hopkins & Quataert
2010; Sijacki et al. 2015; DeGraf & Sijacki 2017;
Weinberger et al. 2017; Hopkins et al. 2018; Trebitsch et al.
2018), the numerical galaxy-MBH formation community is
yet to converge on “resolution-appropriate” physics models
that are compatible with the best resolution in the field (. 10
pc). Instead, previous galaxy-MBH formation simulations
have sometimes had recourse to empirically-tuned sub-
resolution recipes, such as boosted Bondi accretion estimates,
or bimodal feedback channels — quasar- and radio-mode —
for MBHs. While these prescriptions have been instrumental
in calculations with ∼ 100 pc resolution, the community is
rightfully searching for better treatments for sub-resolution
physics that do not add too many tunable parameters to
an already complex problem. Only when a self-consistent
framework is implemented that appropriately describes the
physical processes between gas, stars, and MBHs at a given
resolution can we acquire any insight from the simulation
about high-zMBHs.
In this work, we introduce a new breed of simulation that
is aimed at resolving the “mismatch” between the best resolu-
tion in the field and the physics models used.
(1) First, for MBH physics, we improve the framework
first introduced in Kim et al. (2011). Our framework de-
scribes how the interstellar gas flows around and accretes
onto a MBH using high-resolution adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR). Rather than resorting only to a thermal feedback pre-
scription, we employ two channels of MBH feedback: ra-
diative feedback — photoionizing radiation traced via full
3-dimensional adaptive ray tracing — and mechanical feed-
back — bipolar winds resolved in AMR (Section 2.3). Ear-
lier or similar versions of this framework have been used to
study co-evolution of a star-forming galaxy and its embed-
ded MBH (Kim et al. 2011), evolution of MBHs in merg-
ing galaxies (Kim 2011), and the early growth of a MBH
seed at 8 . z . 15 (Aykutalp et al. 2014; Latif et al. 2018;
Smidt et al. 2018), sometimes at very high resolution depict-
ing the near-relativistic jets from a MBH seed accreting at
super-Eddington rates (Regan et al. 2019). In particular, in
Kim et al. (2011) our MBH framework proved rewarding in
depicting a new mode of MBH feedback that locally sup-
presses star formation in the galaxy’s core, and self-regulates
its own growth by heating up the surrounding ISM.
(2) Second, for the physics of star-forming molecular
clouds (SFMCs), we adopt and improve the framework es-
tablished in Kim et al. (2013a,b). Here, the framework de-
scribes radiation from each of ∼ 104 SFMC particles — each
of which represents a mass of & 103 M⊙ — by tracing the
UV photons on the fly, as well as thermal supernovae feed-
back (Section 2.2). This means that our approach considers
the early stellar feedback channels before the supernovae ex-
plode. Joined with high spatial resolution, this framework
was successfully applied to a dwarf-sized galaxy to study how
stellar radiation escapes SFMCs and the galaxy (Kim et al.
2013a), and how different life stages of SFMCs manifest
themselves in a spatially-resolved star formation relation be-
tween Hα and H2 surface densities (Kim et al. 2013b).
Using our framework aimed at self-consistently modeling
MBH and SFMC physics, in this paper we study the interac-
tions between different galactic ingredients of a high-z galaxy
with high spatial resolution. With a MBH of mass & 106 M⊙
embedded in a ∼ 7× 1010 M⊙ halo at z ∼ 7.5, we study a
massive quasar-host— assuming its MBH has already experi-
enced a sizable early buildup (from ∼ 102 M⊙ to ∼ 10
6 M⊙).
The novelty of our physics models means that they can shed
light on aspects of galaxy-MBH evolution that previous ap-
proaches could not, and provide unique perspectives for the
high-z MBH puzzle. An example would be how interstellar
gas is consumed by two competing channels, star formation
and MBH accretion, in the vicinity of a MBH. As the discus-
sion in the present paper will make clear, we found that radi-
ation from young stars, combined with radiation and winds
from the MBH, helps retain interstellar gas near the MBH
which might otherwise have been rapidly consumed by run-
away star formation. The unused gas is then available as a
fuel for the MBH, increasing its growth rate when compared
with the run without stellar radiation feedback (see Section
3.2 for detailed discussion). This example demonstrates that
the interplay between gas, stars, and MBHs that were never
realized in previous simulations may contain critical informa-
tion about the expeditious growth of MBHs at high z.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we briefly explain the simulation framework, the
physics models, and the initial condition of the experiment.
Next, Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the results and discus-
sion of the reported simulations, with particular emphases on
the interplay between gas, SFMCs, and a MBH. Finally in
Section 5 we summarize our findings and implications, with
discussions on the future direction of the project.
2. METHODOLOGY
Our numerical experiment is designed to depict a galac-
tic halo of ∼ 7 × 1010 M⊙ at z ∼ 7.5 with an embed-
ded MBH seed of & 106 M⊙. The simulations presented
here were run with the ENZO code (Bryan & Norman 1997;
Norman & Bryan 1999; Norman et al. 2007; Bryan et al.
2014).1 Our variant of ENZO includes all physics relevant
in a galaxy-scale simulation as well as improved versions of
MBH physics and SFMC physics modules (improved from
Kim et al. 2011 and Kim et al. 2013a,b, respectively). For
completeness and the reproducibility of the experiment, we
review the framework’s key features focusing on the improve-
ments when compared with our earlier studies.
2.1. Hydrodynamics, Refinement, and Cooling
We employ the ZEUS hydrodynamics solver to evolve
the collisional fluid (Stone & Norman 1992a,b).2 The mass
1 The website is http://www.enzo-project.org/ .
2 We find that the typical runtime parameter combinations of the PPM
solver in ENZO often stall or fall back to the lower-order-accurate solvers,
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thresholds for gas and particles above which a cell is refined
depend on a refinement level l as
Mlref,gas = 2
−0.446 l
× 4× (1/23)5×Ωbρ0∆x
3
0 (1)
Mlref,part = 2
−0.143 l
× 4× (1/23)5×Ωmρ0∆x
3
0 (2)
where ∆x0 is the cell size at a root level, and ρ0 = 3H
2/8piG
is the critical density of the Universe. A factor (1/23)5 is
to refine all the cells in the first five nested levels. The
ΛCDM cosmology we adopt matches the one used to set
up the initial condition (see Section 2.4) and is consistent
with WMAP7+SNe+BAO: Ωm = 0.272, Ωb = 0.0455, and
H = 70.2 km s−1Mpc−1 (Komatsu et al. 2011). Readers may
notice that our choice of Mlref refines the grids more on small
scales (“super-Lagrangian”). With a root resolution of 1283
in a (60 comoving h−1Mpc)3 box, the finest mesh at l = 14
gives a maximal physical resolution ∆x14 = 4.79 pc at z= 7.5,
approximately in accord with the Jeans length for a dense
gas clump of n = 103 cm−3 at ∼100 K. The correspond-
ing Jeans mass, 2000 M⊙, is then used as a threshold for
star formation at l = 14, above which the gas cell collapses
to spawn a SFMC particle (see Section 2.2 and Kim et al.
2013a for more discussion). M14ref,gas = 3000M⊙ is chosen
so that it is consistent with the above Jeans argument, while
M14ref,part = 1.13×10
6 M⊙ is set to the mass of four finest dark
matter particles.
Non-equilibrium chemistry module in ENZO tracks six
species (H, H+, He, He+, He++, e−) and six colli-
sional processes between them. Meanwhile, ENZO com-
putes the primordial cooling rate by considering colli-
sional excitation/ionization cooling, recombination cooling,
Bremsstrahlung cooling, and CMB Compton cooling for hy-
drogen and helium (Anninos et al. 1997). When above 104 K,
added to the primordial rate is the metal cooling rate, ∆Λ(Z) =
Λnet(Z)−Λnet(0), where Λnet is the net cooling rate tabulated
in Sutherland & Dopita (1993). If below 104 K, we use an ap-
proximated Λ(T ) found in Koyama & Inutsuka (2002) with
corrections noted in Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. (2010). Unlike
Kim et al. (2011), metagalactic UV background radiation is
not included as we consider one of the first, massive galaxies
at z& 7.5 that generates its own cosmological HII region and
is unaffected by radiation from other galaxies.
2.2. Star-forming Molecular Cloud (SFMC) Physics
Now we summarize our SFMC physics model, improved
from a version tested in Kim et al. (2013a,b). The finest gas
cell of size ∆x14 and density ρgas produces a SFMC parti-
cle of initial mass MinitMC = ε⋆ρgas∆x
3
14 with efficiency ε⋆ =
0.5 (a value established and extensively tested in connection
with the other star formation criteria in earlier studies; see
Kim et al. 2011, 2013a,b) when (a) the proton number density
exceeds the threshold nthres = 10
3 cm−3, (b) the velocity flow
is converging, (c) the cell’s cooling time is shorter than the
gas dynamical time, and (d) the particle produced has at least
Mthres = 1000M⊙. Because the gas is instantly converted to
especially when we combine the on-the-fly calculation of radiative feedback
from SFMC and MBH particles, and the wind feedback from MBH particles.
Thus, in order to keep the consistency in the numerical accuracy we achieved,
we employ a less-accurate, but more stable ZEUS solver. We however note
that the more sophisticated subgrid physics we can include with ZEUS could
justify our choice.
a particle when a gas cell of Mthres/ε⋆ = 2000M⊙ becomes
Jeans unstable, the gas mass in the finest cell never reaches the
refinement threshold M14ref,gas = 3000 M⊙ described in Sec-
tion 2.1, ensuring the consistency between the SFMC forma-
tion machinery and the refinement criteria (Section 2.1 and
Kim et al. 2013a for more discussion). The SFMC particle
thus represents a self-gravitating star-forming cloud decou-
pled from the rest of gas.3
Once created, a SFMC particle describes feedback from a
population of stars in it, with its mass evolving as
MMC(t) =


MinitMC if T/Myr< 4
MinitMC
[
1− 0.8
(
T−4
40−4
)]
if 4< T/Myr< 40
0.2MinitMC if T/Myr> 40
(3)
where T = t− tcr is the particle age in Myr with particle cre-
ation time tcr. The above formulation entails different life
stages of a SFMC particle: (a) At its birth, 0.24MinitMC is con-
sidered to have instantly turned into stars. The rest, 0.76MinitMC,
never participates in star formation, modeling inefficient star
formation in molecular clouds (e.g., Krumholz & Tan 2007;
Murray et al. 2010). (b) Among the initial stellar mass of
0.24MinitMC, 83% ends up forever locked in the particle as per-
manent stellar mass,M⋆ = 0.20M
init
MC. (c) The remaining 17%,
or 0.04MinitMC, represents stars massive enough to ignite Type
II SNe that continuously inject thermal energy from T = 4 to
40 Myr.4 During this time, MinitMC−M⋆ = 0.8M
init
MC is gradu-
ally released back to the ISM, along with 3.75× 10−5 of the
rest mass energy of M⋆ in thermal form. This energy corre-
sponds to 2× 1051 ergs per every 30 M⊙ of permanent stel-
lar mass M⋆ produced. 2% of the ejecta mass is considered
as metals. It is noted that the energy and duration of our
thermal feedback model updates those in Kim et al. (2011)
or Kim et al. (2013a,b), and roughly matches previous studies
such as Ceverino & Klypin (2009, based on STARBURST 99
estimation).
In addition to thermal supernovae, SFMC particles with
ages T < 100 Myr may heat up the surrounding ISM by
emitting UV photons. Using ENZO’s radiative transfer ma-
chinery described in previous work (e.g., Abel & Wandelt
2002; Wise & Abel 2011) as well as in Kim et al. (2011) and
Kim et al. (2013a,b), we perform an explicit 3-dimensional
ray tracing calculation to evolve the radiation fields through-
out the galaxy. The radiation luminosity is assigned to each
SFMC particle by
LMC(t) = qMCEphMMC(t) (4)
where qMC = 6.3 × 10
46 photons s−1M−1
⊙
is the lifetime-
averaged ionizing luminosity (Murray & Rahman 2010), and
Eph = 16.0 eV is the mean monochromatic energy per photon
(Whalen & Norman 2006).5 Initially, 12×43 rays are isotrop-
3 Readers should note that SFMC particles could form even in the cell
where the MBH sits. See Section 3.2 for related discussion.
4 0.04MinitMC corresponds to 17% of the initial stellar mass assuming that
massive stars with> 8 M⊙ commence Type II SNe in a Salpeter (1955) initial
mass function between 0.1 and 300 M⊙. Note that the mass evolution Eq.(3)
and the duration of SNe are updated from Kim et al. (2013a).
5 Our choice to use MMC(i,t) in estimating LMC(t) rather than the stel-
lar mass is to approximately compensate for various other early channels of
SFMC feedback beyond photoionization, such as protostellar outflows and
stellar winds. See Kim et al. (2013a) for complete discussion.
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Figure 1. Overview of the target galaxy in a halo of total mass ∼ 7×1010 M⊙ in our experiment at z= 7.65. Clockwise from top left to bottom right: projected
gas densities at large to small scales seen from a face-on angle. Bottom middle: projected photo-heating rate density calculated by ray-tracing the UV photons
from radiating SFMCs. Bottom left: star formation rate surface density estimated from mock Hα emission (Kim et al. 2013b). This halo eventually grows into a
∼ 1013 M⊙ group at z= 0 (see Section 2.4). The high-resolution, full color version of this figure is available online and at http://www.jihoonkim.org/.
ically cast from the particle with LMC(t)dtph/(Eph · 12× 4
3)
photons per ray. Here the radiation timestep dtph is adap-
tively set by the code, comparable with the finest hydrody-
namic timestep most of the time (Wise & Abel 2011). Each
ray is split into four child rays whenever the area associated
with a ray becomes larger than 0.2(∆x)2 of a local cell, and
is traced until the edge of the computational domain.6 Pho-
tons in the ray affect the surrounding ISM, first by ionizing
hydrogen with the rate of
kph,H =
Pin(1− e
−τH)
nH(∆x)3dtph
(5)
where Pin is the number of incoming photons and τH =
nHσH(Eph)dl is the optical depth of a cell; and second by
heating the gas with the excess energy above the ionization
threshold with the rate of
ΓH = kph,H(Eph− 13.6 eV). (6)
UV radiation is the only feedback channel before the ther-
mal supernovae feedback kicks in at T = 4 Myr. It is worth
noting two points about it: (a) Although both hydrogen and
6 To speed up the calculation multiple measures are placed in the ray trac-
ing machinery: (a) The photon luminosities LMC(t) are assigned only to the
SFMCs that are within the virial radius of the target galaxy (15.1 proper kpc
from the galactic center at z∼ 7.5, or 128.2 comoving kpc; see Section 2.4).
(b) Two SFMC particles are merged if separated by less than 16 proper pc in
space and 0.1 Myr in creation time, in a way that conserves mass and mo-
mentum. (c) A ray is no longer split when it is more than 3 kpc from the
source. (d) Two rays are merged if distances from the sources are more than
8 times the separation between the ray sources.
helium are tracked in the chemistry module, only hydrogen is
considered in photoionization and photoheating calculations
(as in Kim et al. 2013a). (b) We do not consider radiation
pressure on gas — either by hydrogen-ionizing UV photons
(unlike Kim et al. 2013a), or by multiply-scattered IR pho-
tons (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2014, 2018). Including the radia-
tion pressure might strengthen the SFMC feedback, though
controversies exist about the exact level of enhancement (e.g.,
Krumholz & Thompson 2013).
2.3. Massive Black Hole (MBH) Physics
We plant a MBH seed at the target galaxy’s center as a
source of gas accretion and feedback. The rate of accretion
is estimated with the Bondi-Hoyle formula (Bondi 1952) as
M˙BH =
4piG2M2BHρB
c3s
(7)
where MBH is the mass of the MBH, cs is the gas sound
speed of the cell in which the MBH resides, and ρB
is the density at the Bondi radius RB. When RB =
2GMBH/c
2
s ≃ 86 pc (MBH/10
6M⊙)(cs/10 kms
−1)−2 is re-
solved with ∆x14 (= 4.79 pc at z = 7.5) around the MBH,
7
ρB is extrapolated from the density ρgas of the cell the MBH
7 Our MBH is almost always sitting at the finest refinement level with
a cell width ∆x14, as it is located at the peak of gas distribution near the
galactic center. This allows us to resolve the gas flow around the MBH with
our best resolution, without necessarily requiring the cells around the MBH
to be successively refined down to the finest level (as in Kim et al. 2011).
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Figure 2. A snapshot of the target galaxy at z= 7.3 (Sim-SRTF+BH). The white dashed circle in the middle denotes the target galaxys inner disk (seen from an
edge-on angle; see also Figure 3) harboring a central MBH. For more information about the target galaxy, see Section 2.4 or the caption of Figure 1.
is located in, as
ρB = ρgas · min
[(
RB
∆x14
)−1.5
, 1.0
]
(8)
following Kim et al. (2011) and Wang et al. (2010). The gas
accreting onto theMBH is subtracted uniformly from the cells
within RB. Notice that in Eq.(7) we do not include an em-
pirical boost factor (similar to Kim et al. 2011 and other re-
cent efforts by e.g., Weinberger et al. 2017 and Trebitsch et al.
2018). Nor do we impose the Eddington accretion limit (sim-
ilar to other previous studies by e.g., Lupi et al. 2016). These
two considerations are often critical— and controversial— in
estimating the growth rate of a MBH in a cosmological time
scale. But not so much so in the present study in which our
focus is to examine the interaction of a MBH and its host for
a relatively short time (for ∼ 25 Myr; see Section 2.4), not
the absolute value of the MBH mass increase.8 By the same
token, our choice of a MBH seed mass 1.8× 106 M⊙ is not
very crucial either, but simply designed to induce substantial
gas accretion— and feedback thereafter— by the MBH. This
is in line with the argument for a 8× 105 h−1M⊙ black hole
seed adopted in Weinberger et al. (2017) (see more discussion
in Section 2.4).
Once starting to accrete gas from its neighborhood, the total
feedback energy rate by the MBH particle is given as
LBH(t) = εrM˙BH(t)c
2 (9)
where εr = 0.1 is the conversion factor from the rest mass
energy of accreting gas to the MBH’s feedback energy
(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). In the reported experiment, two
channels of MBH feedback are implemented: radiative and
8 Surely, the Bondi accretion estimate will needs to be reconsidered in an
even higher-resolution simulation. See Section 5.2 for more discussion.
mechanical. And each channel contributes equally (i.e.,
0.5LBH(t) each) to the total feedback energy. To begin with,
for the transfer calculation of radiation from the MBH, we as-
sume that the UV luminosity of the MBH is proportional to
its bolometric luminosity as
LBH,UV(t) = 0.5 fUVLBH(t) (10)
with a proportionality coefficient fUV = 0.1. Our choice of
fUV is broadly consistent with the estimate given in Bieri et al.
(2017) using the Sazonov et al. (2004) active galactic nuclei
(AGN) spectrum (e.g., fUV1 = 0.079 in Trebitsch et al. 2018).
As in the case of SFMC photons (Section 2.2), monochro-
matic energy of Eph = 16.0 eV is used for photon rays. Note
that our Eph is in line with the luminosity-weighted aver-
age in the energy band of the Sazonov et al. (2004) spec-
trum that contributes to the ionization of neutral hydrogen
(Eph = 18.0 eV in Trebitsch et al. 2018).
9 When the rays
travel through the gas cells, the photons interacts with hy-
drogens via photoionization and photoheating, Eqs.(5) and
(6), respecitvely. As in SFMC photons, we neglect radia-
tion pressure by MBH photons, which is conservative since
its inclusion would have furthered the feedback effect (e.g.,
Debuhr et al. 2011; Bieri et al. 2017; Costa et al. 2018).
In addition to the radiation channel, a MBH particle can
launch bipolar winds by injecting mass and momentum in its
vicinity. The kinetic power of these subrelativistic winds, as
we introduce in the cells that are 2∆x14 away from the MBH
(see Figure 2 of Kim et al. 2011 for a schematic description),
9 Therefore, our formulation implies that the ISM surrounding the MBH
is either optically thin to the photons in other energy bands (e.g., when
E ≫ 16.0 eV) or negligibly affected by the them (e.g., when E ≪ 16.0 eV).
We implicitly assume that only the UV portion of the AGN spectrum can
thermally couple with the surrounding ISM.
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Table 1
Simulation Suite Description
Physics† Sim-SRTF+BH Sim-STF+BH Sim-SRTF
SFMC formation‡ (Section 2.2) © © ©
SFMC radiative feedback – ionizing radiation (Section 2.2) © × ©
SFMC thermal feedback – supernovae explosion (Section 2.2) © © ©
MBH accretion‡ (Section 2.3) © © ×
MBH radiative feedback – ionizing radiation (Section 2.3) © © ×
MBH mechanical feedback – bipolar winds (Section 2.3) © © ×
† For detailed descriptions on included physics, see referenced sections. ©= included, ×= not included.
‡ SFMC = star-forming molecular cloud, MBH = massive black hole.
depends on the accretion rate as
Pw = 0.5εwLBH(t) =
1
2
M˙wv
2
w (11)
where εw encapsulates howmuch of the mechanical energy of
a MBH is turned into winds at the scale we introduce them in
the simulation (∼ 2∆x14), and M˙w is the mass ejection rate of
the winds. With conservative choices of εw = 10
−4 and ηw =
M˙w/M˙BH = 0.1 (based on the prior investigation in Kim et al.
2011 and an 1-dimensional study in e.g., Ciotti et al. 2009),
the wind velocity vw when introduced in the simulation is de-
termined by
vw = c
(
εwεr
ηw
)1/2
= 3000 kms−1 (12)
for εr = 0.1. We intermittently inject the ejecta in a form
of collimated bipolar winds of width 5∆x14 (Figure 2 of
Kim et al. 2011) every time the accumulated ejecta mass,
ΣM˙wdt, exceeds a 300 M⊙ threshold. The direction of the
winds is parallel and anti-parallel to the total angular momen-
tum of the accreted gas up to that point, with an added leeway
angle of < 10◦.10 The velocities of the surrounding cells are
then found by averaging the momenta over the injected wind
masses and the preexisting cell masses. As in the ejecta from
SFMCs, 2% of the MBH wind mass is considered as metals,
as we hope to account for unresolved star formation below
resolution occurring in the cell hosting the MBH.
2.4. Initial Condition and Simulation Suite
Since quasars are very rare at z & 7, a large simulation box
is necessary. Meanwhile, numerical resolution of <10 pc is
essential to resolve the characteristic SFMC scale and the gas
flow around a & 106 M⊙ MBH. This high dynamic range is
achieved by the “zoom-in” initial condition generator MUSIC
that uses an adaptive multi-grid Poisson solver (Hahn & Abel
2011), and by the adaptive mesh refinement code ENZO. In
particular, we use a set of MUSIC parameters that describes a
halo that eventually grows into∼ 1013 M⊙ group at z= 0 with
a relatively quiescent merger history. This is one of the pub-
licly available cosmological initial conditions identified in a
(60 comoving h−1Mpc)3 box by the AGORAHigh-resolution
Galaxy Simulations Comparison Project (i.e., initial condition
tagged “1e13q”; Kim et al. 2014, 2016).11 Here, flat ΛCDM
10 The random leeway angle of < 10◦ , which was absent in Kim et al.
(2011), is introduced to broaden the area affected by the MBH winds.
11 The website is http://www.AGORAsimulations.org/. This particular IC,
“1e13q”, has been used in several studies such as Fiacconi et al. (2016).
cosmology consistent with WMAP7+SNe+BAO is assumed:
Ωm = 0.272, ΩΛ = 0.728, σ8 = 0.807, ns = 0.961, and H0 =
70.2 km s−1Mpc−1 (Komatsu et al. 2011, see Section 2.1).
The primary progenitor of our target halo at z ∼ 7.5 is deter-
mined as a halo ofMvir ≃ 7×10
10 M⊙ andM⋆ ≃ 8×10
9 M⊙
with a virial radius Rvir =M
1/3
vir (H
2Ωm∆c/2G)
−1/3
≃ 15 kpc
(with ∆c = 200).
12 With a 1283 root grid and a series of five
nested child grids of twice finer resolution each, the equiva-
lent unigrid resolution at level l = 5 is 40963 (Figure 1).
The simulation is first run with a maximal resolution of
163.0 comoving pc from z = 100 to 7.8 (i.e., maximum re-
finement level l = 12 with ∆x12 = 18.5 pc at z= 7.8). Then,
in the next ∼ 40 Myrs from z = 7.8 to 7.5, we simulate the
target halo with additional two levels of refinement (∆x14 =
4.79 pc at z = 7.5) with the refinement strategy and SFMC
physics described in Section 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, but
without an accreting MBH. This run sets up a relaxed, well-
resolved high-z galaxy at z= 7.5 with which we vary physics
to build a suite of simulations (Figures 1 and 2). Then finally
at z = 7.5, we restart the calculation with a 1.8× 106 M⊙
MBH implanted at the target galaxy’s center, while turning
on the MBH physics discussed in Section 2.3 to run for an-
other ∼ 25 Myrs until z = 7.3 (“Sim-SRTF+BH”). For com-
parison, another simulation is run with similar physics inputs
but without the radiative channel of SFMC feedback (“Sim-
STF+BH”). We also have a control run with all the SFMC
physics but without a MBH (“Sim-SRTF”). Table 1 summa-
rizes the suite of simulations we perform. Note that the pro-
duction simulations’ run time, ∼ 25 Myrs, is of the order of
the Salpeter timescale, τSalpeter, a characteristic timescale for
a black hole growth at the Eddington accretion limit.
Two points about our experiment are noted: (a) By ap-
plying high-resolution refinement only well into the galaxy’s
evolution, we save the computational expense to simulate the
galaxy for a galactic dynamical time, but focus instead on
the interaction of a MBH and its neighborhood for a typi-
cal lifetime of SFMCs or a rotational timecale of the galac-
tic core region. (b) Thus, given a relatively short simula-
tion time, we choose a slightly higher MBH seed mass for
the halo mass, in an attempt to observe substantive effect by
the MBH in the galactic inner region — a reasoning sim-
ilar to Weinberger et al. (2017). Our MBH seed mass of
1.8×106 M⊙ assumes a sizable prior buildup from∼ 10
2 M⊙
12 The high stellar mass of our target halo at z ∼ 7.5 is due to an efficient
star formation prescription adopted during the lower resolution phase when
making the target galaxy (next paragraph). As will be discussed in Section
4.1, this stellar mass is roughly around the critical value above which MBHs
start to grow more rapidly (e.g., Dekel et al. 2019).
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Figure 3. Overview of our simulation suite for a quasar host galaxy with varying input physics, at the end of the run at z= 7.3 in a (1 kpc)2 box. Shown here are
(from top to bottom row) gas surface density, sliced density, sliced temperature, projected photoheating rate (density-weighted), and young stellar surface density
(age < 3 Myr), for the runs with thermal/radiative SFMC feedback and mechanical/radiative MBH feedback (left column; “Sim-SRTF+BH”), similar but without
radiative SFMC feedback feedback (center column; “Sim-STF+BH”), and without a MBH (right column; “Sim-SRTF”). See Table 1 and Section 2.4 for more
information about the simulation suite. The line of sight in each panel is perpendicular to the angular momentum of the galactic disk (see also Figure 2). Bipolar
bubbles created by MBH winds in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-STF+BH are prominent in sliced density and temperature (2nd and 3rd row). Radiation from SFMCs
and/or the MBH helps to heat up the gas in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-SRTF while such heating is negligible in Sim-STF+BH (4th row).
to ∼ 106 M⊙ before z = 7.5. For this reason, the reported re-
sults should not be regarded as a general picture of MBHs at
this redshift (for more discussion on the seed mass, see Sec-
tion 2.3).
3. RESULTS
The reported simulations and analyses were performed
on various computational resources including the Happiness
cluster at Seoul National University and the Pleiades cluster
at the NASA Ames Research Center, among others. Towards
the end of the simulation at z = 7.3, each simulation snap-
shot typically contains a total of∼ 2×108 computational ele-
ments: ∼ 1.2× 108 particles (dark matter, SFMC, MBH) and
∼ 9× 107 gas cells in ∼ 4× 103 grid patches. With mea-
sures to reduce the number of radiation sources (see footnote
6), the radiation transfer module in our code typically handles
. 3× 104 ray-emitting sources in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-
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Figure 4. Mass-weighted radial profiles of temperature (left) and radial velocity (right) centered on the MBH at z = 7.3. The red solid line, green dashed line,
and blue dot-dashed line represent the runs with thermal/radiative SFMC feedback and mechanical/radiative MBH feedback (“Sim-SRTF+BH”), similar but
without radiative SFMC feedback feedback (“Sim-STF+BH”), and without a MBH (“Sim-SRTF”). See Table 1 and Section 2.4 for more information about the
simulation suite. The radiation from SFMCs is responsible for the higher temperature of gas within < 100 pc from the galactic center in Sim-SRTF+BH and
Sim-SRTF (left). The wind feedback by the MBH blows the gas away from the center in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-STF+BH, a feature absent in Sim-SRTF (right).
SRTF. We now analyze the three simulations listed in Table 1
to examine the interplay between the newly introduced SFMC
and MBH physics. In all subsequent analyses we utilize a
code-independent analysis platform yt (Turk et al. 2011).13
3.1. Stellar and MBH Feedback Suppress Runaway Star
Formation Locally
Comparing a suite of quasar-host simulations carried out
with high spatial resolution (∆x14 = 4.79 pc at z = 7.5) and
high fidelity physics, we are able to investigate how and how
much stellar (SFMC) feedback suppresses star formation in
the vicinity of a MBH, and change the ISM structure of a
quasar-host galaxy. It will then lead us to a better picture of
howMBHs might have accumulated their masses in the high-z
Universe (to be discussed in Section 3.2).
Figure 3 overviews our target galaxy at z = 7.3 in various
quantities in a (1 kpc)2 field of view from the galactic edge-on
angle. First, sliced density and temperature plots (2nd and 3rd
rows) exhibit the impact of bipolar winds by the MBH (me-
chanical feedback) that blow surrounding gas away in Sim-
SRTF+BH and Sim-STF+BH, leading to mushroom-shaped
hot bubbles above and below the disk plane. We find that the
energetic outflows driven by the MBH affect most critically
the gas right above and below the disk, but not so much the
gas on the disk. Meanwhile, the projected photoheating rates
in the gas (4th row) reveal how many photons have escaped
the dense gas layer right next to the photon sources such as
SFMCs and MBHs, and then affect the interstellar gas in the
galaxy. UV radiation from SFMCs and/or the MBH helps to
heat up the gas in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-SRTF, while such
heating is negligible in Sim-STF+BH (note that only the sin-
13 The website is http://www.yt-project.org/.
gle MBH radiates photons in the latter case).
Our qualitative observations can be checked in the radial
profiles in Figure 4 of temperature and radial velocity in the
inner core of the galaxy. The left panel of Figure 4 shows the
mass-weighted radial profiles of gas temperature. Within a
∼ 100 pc sphere centered on the MBH, the photoheating radi-
ation from (mostly) young SFMCs helps to heat the gas up to
∼ 105 K in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-STRF — by making gas
densities lower and cooling times longer, thus the SN feed-
back more efficient (so the SN ejecta cools more slowly in the
presence of a radiation field). The nearly constant temperature
of ∼ 104 K for Sim-STF+BH indicates that the photons from
the MBH alone (see Table 1) are not enough to raise the tem-
perature above ∼ 104 K, or fails to escape the thick layers of
neutral hydrogen near the MBH (to be discussed again in Sec-
tions 3.2 and 4.2). It also suggests that the high temperatures
in the galactic inner region in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-STRF
are due in most part to radiation from SFMCs (see Section
4.2). Then the right panel of Figure 4 shows a radial veloc-
ity profile evaluated from the location of the MBH, and how
the gas dynamics in the galactic core region is changed by the
MBH mechanical feedback. At large scales, there generally
exist prominent gas inflows for a young, fast-growing galaxy
like the one presented here, as are seen in all three simulations
at outer radii (& 50 pc). However, the MBH winds blow the
gas away in the direction perpendicular to the disk plane in
Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-STF+BH, making the gas in the in-
ner layer (. 50 pc) move outward on average. It is despite
the fact that the inflow on the galactic disk plane is largely un-
affected by the MBH feedback due to its thickness. Clearly,
this is a feature absent in a run without the MBH feedback,
Sim-SRTF.14
14 Note that because radiation pressure is not considered in the re-
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Figure 5. Density-temperature joint probability distribution functions (PDFs) in spheres of successively smaller radii (from top to bottom row) centered on
the MBH at z = 7.3, for the runs with thermal/radiative SFMC feedback and mechanical/radiative MBH feedback (left column; “Sim-SRTF+BH”), similar but
without radiative SFMC feedback feedback (center column; “Sim-STF+BH”), and without a MBH (right column; “Sim-SRTF”). See Table 1 and Sectio7 2.4 for
more information about the simulation suite. Colors represent the gas mass in each 2-dimensional bin. The star (SFMC) formation threshold density is denoted
by a black dotted line in each panel (nthres; see Section 2.2). Without UV radiation from SFMCs, in Sim-STF+BH, cold dense gas turns into SFMCs at nthres
(region “A”). In contrast, UV radiation from SFMCs and/or from the MBH helps to heat up gas close to the MBH to ∼ 105 K in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-SRTF
making the gas stable against fragmentation (region “B”). Note also that the bipolar wind feedback from the MBH enhances and maintains the hot diffuse gas of
& 106 K in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-STF+BH (region “C”).
Figure 5 shows in detail the structure of the ISM affected by
stellar (SFMC) and MBH feedback within different enclosing
radii. Each panel shows a density-temperature joint proba-
bility distribution function (PDF) with a black, vertical dot-
ted line denoting the density threshold for SFMC formation,
nthres (see Section 2.2). Without UV radiation from SFMCs,
in Sim-STF+BH, cold dense gas instantly turns into SFMCs at
nthres leaving no gas over the threshold (region “A”). In con-
trast, the UV radiation from SFMCs and/or from the MBH
helps to heat up the dense gas close to the MBH to ∼ 105
K in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-SRTF making the gas stable
ported simulations, MBH’s radiation alone would not drive outflows in Sim-
SRTF+BH or Sim-STF+BH. Had we included the radiation pressure by the
MBH — and SFMCs —, the gas outflows might have been enhanced.
against fragmentation. Some hot, dense gas cells irradiated
by SFMCs or the MBH still exist beyond the threshold as they
do not turn into stars (tcool > tdyn; region “B”). The hot dif-
fuse gas with T & 106 K and ρ . 10−23 gcm−3 formed via
supernova feedback is visible in all three simulations, but is
particularly enhanced by the wind feedback from the MBH in
Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-STF+BH (region “C”).
As Figures 3 to 5 have illustrated, the hot temperature in-
duced by the SFMC and MBH radiation, and the diverging
flow of gas by the MBH-driven winds suppress the forma-
tion of SFMCs locally in Sim-SRTF+BH. The gas cells in the
galactic center have harder time to fulfill all the SFMC for-
mation conditions, such as a short cooling time (tcool < tdyn)
and a converging velocity flow (∇ · v < 0). Figure 6 shows
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Figure 6. Enclosed mass (left) and radially-averaged density profiles (right) of “new” SFMCs (those who were created between z = 7.5 and 7.3 after we vary
the SFMC/MBH physics between different runs) in a 150 pc sphere centered on the MBH at z= 7.3. See Table 1 or the caption of Figure 4 for more information
about the simulation suite. Locally suppressed star formation in Sim-SRTF+BH results in a considerable reduction of new stellar mass in the galactic core region.
Considering the findings in Figures 3 to 5, note that only the combination of stellar (SFMC)+MBH radiation and MBH wind feedback leads to such suppression.
the resulting distribution of new SFMCs (stellar mass) in the
galaxy’s inner region. The red line depicts the suppressed
star formation in Sim-SRTF+BH between z = 7.5 and 7.3 re-
sulting in a considerable reduction of “new” stellar masses
(SFMCs that were created between z = 7.5 and 7.3 after we
vary the SFMC/MBH physics between different runs), in en-
closed mass (left panel) and radially-averaged density (right
panel) profiles. As our previous findings suggest, note that
only the combination of stellar (SFMC)+MBH radiation and
MBH wind feedback leads to such suppression.
We caution that because the run times of the simulations
reported here are relatively short owing to various numerical
limitations (e.g., ∼ 25 Myrs for “Sim-SRTF+BH”), we have
observed only the beginning of how SFMC and MBH feed-
back will transform the galaxy as a whole. An attempt to ac-
quire a more complete picture of the galactic transformation
— by advancing the simulation for a longer time with better
optimizations — is currently being made (see Section 5.2).
3.2. Stellar and MBH Feedback Help The MBH Grow
By Retaining The Fuel For Accretion
Now we specifically focus on how the MBH acquires its
mass, and how SFMC and MBH feedback have affected its
accretion process in our suite of simulations (Table 1). Fig-
ure 7 displays the gas accretion rate on to the central MBH
(left panels) and the formation rates of stars (SFMCs) that
are located within 150 pc from the MBH at z= 7.3 (top right
panel), and within 30 pc (bottom right panel). Combined with
our findings in Figure 6, Figure 7 implies that the SFMC for-
mation in Sim-SRTF+BH is suppressed mostly only within
the galaxy’s inner core region (. 50 pc). The unused in-
terstellar gas remains near the MBH which could otherwise
have been rapidly consumed through runaway star formation
(see also Figures 5 and 8). In the meantime, MBH accre-
tion rate of Sim-SRTF+BH is continuously higher than that
of Sim-STF+BH.15 Indeed, the MBH in Sim-SRTF+BH af-
ter just ∼ 25 Myr grew by 2.9× 106 M⊙ with a growth rate
of 0.113 M⊙yr
−1. This is approximately 1−3 times the Ed-
dington rate for the MBH mass of ∼ 2× 106 M⊙ (bottom left
panel of Figure 7). Note that the Eddington limit is not im-
posed in our accretion estimation (see the related discussion
in Section 2.3). By contrast, the MBH mass in Sim-STF+BH
was increased by 1.1× 106 M⊙ at the rate of 0.041 M⊙yr
−1.
These observations strongly indicate that the unconsumed gas
in Sim-SRTF+BH fuels the enhanced growth of the MBH
when compared with Sim-STF+BH.
To take a deeper look into the neighborhood around the
accreting MBH, in Figure 8 we display the snapshots of the
target galaxy in boxes of (300 pc)3 centered on the MBH at
z = 7.3 from the face-on angle of its disk plane. In the anal-
yses hereafter (for Figures 8-9), the disk is defined as a plane
perpendicular to the angular momentum vector of the gas
within a 150 pc radius. As seen in Figure 4, a core of hot gas
above& 105K occupies the galaxy’s center in Sim-SRTF+BH
and Sim-SRTF (2nd row). This hot core is created by radia-
tion from mostly SFMCs, as discussed in Section 3.1, while
such photoheating effect is nearly absent in Sim-STF+BH (3rd
row; photons from the MBH rarely escapes the galaxy’s cen-
ter most of the time in Sim-STF+BH due to thick layers of
neutral hydrogen). And the “new” stellar density in the disk
of Sim-SRTF+BH shows a sign of locally-suppressed star for-
mation in the core region when compared with Sim-STF+BH
and Sim-SRTF (4th row; for the definition of “new” stellar
mass, see the caption of Figure 8). As discussed in Section 3.1
and Figure 6, only the combination of stellar (SFMC)+MBH
15 The elevated MBH accretion rate star formation rate at 740-745 Myr is
thought to be related to a recent close encounter with a smaller galaxy. We
hope to investigate this merging event in future research (see Section 5.2).
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Figure 7. MBH accretion rate in the unit of M⊙yr
−1 (top left) and M˙Edd (bottom left), and the formation rates of stars (SFMCs) that are located within 150 pc
from the MBH at z = 7.3 (top right) and within 30 pc (bottom right). Including the radiation from SFMCs (Sim-SRTF+BH) suppresses star formation in the
galactic core region (bottom right; see also Figure 6) and helps to retain gas that eventually falls in to the MBH (top left).
radiation and MBH winds leads to such suppression.
The relation between the SFMC+MBH feedback and the
state of the gas around the MBH can be nicely explained by
the cylindrical profiles of the sound speed (measure of gas
pressure) and the Toomre Q parameter (measure of gas stabil-
ity) in Figure 9. On the left panel, the high value of gas sound
speed, cs ∼ (kBT/mp)
1/2, in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-SRTF is
a direct consequence of photoheating radiation by SFMCs dis-
cussed in Figure 4. With this cs, our slightly modified version
of the Toomre Q parameter is displayed on the right panel.16
It shows Q(r) > 1 at r . 100 pc for Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-
SRTF, implying that the rotating disk in the galactic core is
largely stable against fragmentation. This strengths our notion
that the stellar UV radiation, combined with the MBH feed-
back, helps to retain the gas that could otherwise have been
consumed through fragmentation and ensuing star formation.
This gas may remain warm on the disk until it eventually ac-
cretes on to the MBH. On the other hand, the small sound
speed in Sim-STF+BH makes the disk gas marginally unsta-
16 We modify the Toomre Q parameter on the gaseous disk at radius r as
Q(r) =
cs Ω(r)
piG(Σgas+Σstar)
(13)
where Σgas and Σstar are the gas and stellar surface density, respectively
(Toomre 1964; Wang & Silk 1994). The usual epicycle frequency κ(r) =[
rdΩ2(r)/dr+4Ω2(r)
]1/2
is replaced by the angular speed Ω(r) as these
two values are in a factor of 2 difference (Wang & Abel 2009).
ble with Q(r) ∼ 1 (T ∼ 104 K in Figure 4), leading to SFMC
formation and thus less fuel for the MBH growth.
Our experiments demonstrate that the interplay between
gas, stars, and MBHs that were never realized in pre-
vious simulations may contain critical information about
the expeditious growth of MBHs at high z. Specifically,
our results emphasize the need to properly model the cir-
cumnuclear region in the vicinity of a MBH when per-
forming a high-resolution simulation to probe the growth
of a MBH (for more information about interactions be-
tween gas, stars, and MBHs in the circumnuclear re-
gion of a galaxy, see e.g., Neumayer & Walcher 2012;
Antonini 2013; Wutschik et al. 2013; Fiacconi et al. 2013;
Naiman et al. 2015; Biernacki & Teyssier 2018). Interested
readers are also referred to Section 5.2 on the need for even
higher-resolution simulations.
4. DISCUSSION
Before proceeding to conclude the article, we draw the
readers’ attention to two points that are worthy of brief dis-
cussions.
4.1. How to Retain The Fuel To Feed A MBH
The argument in Section 3 that the various modes of
SFMC+MBH feedback help to retain the fuel for the MBH
growth that could otherwise have been consumed through
fragmentation, is reminiscent of other numerical studies test-
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Figure 8. Similar to Figure 3 but in a smaller (300 pc)2 box centered on the MBH at z = 7.3. Shown here are (from top to bottom row) gas surface density,
projected temperature (density-weighted), projected photoheating rate (density-weighted), and surface density of “new” disk stars (SFMCs that are within < 30
pc above and below from the disk plane and are created after z= 7.5 when we variate the SFMC/MBH physics in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 between different runs).
For more information about the three different simulation runs (from left to right column), see Table 1 or the caption of Figure 4. The line of sight in each panel
is parallel to the angular momentum of the inner galactic disk. Radiation from SFMCs and/or the MBH helps to keep hot gas in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-SRTF
while such heating is negligible in Sim-STF+BH (2nd and 3rd row). In particular, when all feedback channels from both SFMCs and the MBH are included,
SFMC formation is suppressed in the close vicinity of the MBH (4th row).
ing rapid black hole growth scenarios. For example, some
groups have claimed that the Lyman-Werner background
radiation from nearby galaxies could induce halos to col-
lapse isothermally to high densities without fragmenting into
smaller clumps. By keeping the gas stable against fragmenta-
tion, this mechanism may provide an important pathway to
a so-called direct collapse black hole of intermediate size,
103 − 105 M⊙ (DCBH; e.g., Katz et al. 2015; Regan et al.
2017; Barrow et al. 2018; Wise et al. 2019). Others have as-
serted that gravo-turbulence in multi-scale gas inflows in gas-
rich galaxy mergers could prevent fragmentation from occur-
ring, and put the gas Toomre Q parameter above 1 within 30
pc from the galaxy’s center. It thus presents another way
to trigger the emergence of DCBH seeds (e.g., Mayer et al.
2015; Mayer & Bonoli 2019). The result of our experiment
presented in this paper is broadly in line with these attempts
that are trying to find a viable route to direct gas collapse and
expedite the growth of MBHs.
Another mechanism that several numerical studies have re-
cently argued to retain a reservoir of gas to fuel a MBH is
through building a compact and massive galactic core (e.g.,
Dekel et al. 2019, and references therein). The growth of a
MBH is slow when the supernova feedback pushes the gas
out of the galactic potential well, but once above a criti-
cal mass of M⋆ ∼ 10
10 M⊙ the MBH grows rapidly since
the “compaction” near the galaxy center makes the MBH
sink to the center and brings the supernova ejecta back to its
deep potential (see Figure 8 of Dekel et al. 2019). Our target
galaxy used in this paper is just around this critical mass with
Mvir ≃ 7× 10
10 M⊙, M⋆ ≃ 8× 10
9 M⊙, and the stellar/gas
mass within 1 kpc from the center, M⋆,<1kpc ≃ 3× 10
9 M⊙
and Mgas,<1kpc ≃ 3× 10
8 M⊙, respectively (see Section 2.4).
Indeed, there is a hint that the combination of the compact
core (with Σ⋆,<1kpc ∼ 10
9 M⊙ kpc
−2) and the SFMC+MBH
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Figure 9. Mass-weighted cylindrical profiles of the sound speed (left) and Toomre Q parameter of gas (right) in a disk centered on the MBH at z = 7.3. The
disk has a thickness 60 pc. Due to the radiation mostly by SFMCs, the gas at the galactic core region in Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-SRTF has large sound speeds
(left). The gas Toomre Q parameter indicates that the gas within a cylindrical radius of ∼ 100 pc from the MBH in Sim-SRTF+BH is mostly stable against
fragmentation, while the gas in Sim-STF+BH is marginally unstable (right).
feedback helps retain a reservoir of gas to feed the MBH.
However, it remains to be seen if this behavior will be sus-
tained beyond the simulation time reported here,∼ 25 Myrs.
4.2. Galactic Escape Fraction
Because galaxies are simulated with ionizing photons from
SFMCs and MBHs on the fly, we can study how many pho-
tons escape a galaxy using the post-processing machinery de-
veloped in Kim et al. (2013a). Interested readers are referred
to the Section 5.2 of Kim et al. (2013a) on how an all-sky es-
cape fraction map is built. Figure 10 presents the all-sky maps
of escape fraction at various distances along different lines of
sight from the SFMCs in Sim-SRTF+BH. As noted on top of
each panel, the average escape fraction decreases as the col-
umn density of neutral hydrogen increases. At 15 kpc (≃ Rvir;
Section 2.4), the average escape fraction, fesc, is 0.0379 at this
epoch, and it stays around . 0.05 throughout the simulation
time. UV photons have harder time to penetrate the thicker
neutral hydrogen along the galaxy’s disk plane, shown here
as bluer color (lower escape fraction) along the equator.
Though in Figure 3 (4th row) there seems to be an indica-
tion that Sim-SRTF+BH has more enhanced UV escape frac-
tion than Sim-SRTF has, we find no such trend in the . 20
snapshots we stored throughout the simulation time. In other
words, Sim-SRTF+BH and Sim-SRTF do not show statisti-
cally signifiant difference in fesc. We suspect that the fesc
values of the two runs are similar because the photoionization
and clearing of the ISM are done mostly by radiation form
SFMCs at these epochs.17 As seen in Sim-STF+BH (4th row
17 The total UV luminosity of “new” SFMCs in our calculation is
LMC(t) = qMCEphMMC(t)
∼ 6.3×1046×16.0×MMC(t) eVs
−1
∼ 1044 ergs−1
[
MMC(t)/10
8M⊙
]
, (14)
of Figure 3), the MBH’s UV luminosity alone is not enough
to carve out pathways for photons to escape. The observa-
tion that the MBH radiation does not significantly alter fesc
should however be tested with a run with longer evolution
time (see Section 5.2). AGN contribution to fesc could be
little in the particular epoch we tested, but may become im-
portant later (for more discussion on the relative contributions
to Universe’s reionization by quasars and stellar sources, see
e.g., Robertson et al. 2010; Madau & Haardt 2015).
5. CONCLUSION
5.1. Summary
Using a state-of-the-art simulation technique on an adap-
tively refined mesh, a suite of high-resolution simulations of
a massive∼ 7×1010 M⊙ galaxy for∼ 25 Myrs at z∼ 7.5 has
been carried out with a & 106 M⊙ embedded MBH seed, por-
traying an analogue of a fast-growing MBH seed in a high-z
galaxy. The high resolution imposed in our simulations al-
lows us to self-consistently incorporate all galactic compo-
nents and the interactions between them that are important
to understand the high-z quasar-host galaxies. Our simula-
tions feature, most importantly, radiating stars and MBHs as
we explicitly trace their photoionizing radiation through a full
3-dimensional radiative transfer calculation on the fly. Addi-
from Eq.(4) and Figure 6, whereas the total UV luminosity of a∼ 2×106 M⊙
MBH accreting at the Eddington rate is
LBH,UV(t) = 0.5 fUVεrM˙BH(t)c
2
∼ 0.5×0.1×0.1× M˙BH(t)× c
2
∼ 1043 ergs−1[M˙BH(t)/0.05 M⊙yr
−1], (15)
from Eq.(10). This suggests that for our young, fast-growing target galaxy at
z= 7.5, the UV radiation could be dominated by SFMCs.
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Figure 10. All-sky maps of UV photon escape fractions at 0.5, 2.0 and 15 kpc (from left to right) along different lines of sight from the SFMCs. The equator
plane of the map is perpendicular to the angular momentum vector of the galactic disk. The plots are obtained by post-processing the optical depth of hydrogen-
ionizing photons in each direction in the Sim-SRTF+BH run at z = 7.3. At 15 kpc (≃ Rvir; see Section 2.4), the galactic average escape fraction, fesc, is 0.0379
at this epoch. fesc stays around . 0.05 throughout the simulation time. UV photons have harder time to penetrate the thicker neutral hydrogen along the galaxy’s
disk plane which is shown here as bluer color (lower escape fraction) along the equator.
tional feedback channels such as supernovae explosions and
bipolar winds from a MBH are considered, too (Sections 2.2
and 2.3). To the best of our knowledge, all these sophisti-
cated physics models have rarely been realized with sufficient
resolution in a galaxy-scale numerical study regarding high-z
MBH-host galaxies. In this regard, our approach differs from,
and complements, previous studies that have often resorted
to thermal or mechanical feedback alone with ad hoc conver-
sion efficiencies, ignoring the coupling processes of SFMC or
MBH feedback with the ISM below resolution.
In this first report, we have focused on the evolution of
the MBH seed as well as the inner region of its host galaxy.
We find that feedback from SFMCs and an accreting MBH
helps to suppress star formation locally in the galactic core
region (Section 3.1). Newly included radiation feedback from
SFMCs, combined with feedback from the MBH, prevents
runaway star formation from occurring and helps to retain gas
that eventually accretes on to the MBH. This results in an in-
creased growth rate of the MBH when compared with the run
without stellar radiation feedback (Section 3.2). As this was
the first time that the radiative feedback channels of stars and
MBHs are used together in a galaxy-scale simulation, we are
able to demonstrate that previously undiscussed types of in-
terplay between gas, SFMCs, and a MBH may hold impor-
tant clues about the growth and feedback of quasars and their
host galaxies at high z. We argue that this finding is broadly in
line with the previous studies which attempts to find a route to
avoid fragmentation of interstellar gas, but to contribute more
directly to rapid MBH growth (Section 4.1).
The comprehensive numerical framework developed for the
present study is to overcome the “mismatch” between the
cutting-edge resolution in the field and the physics models
used in simulations. Our tests verify that the simulations
adopting the proposed numerical framework are computation-
ally feasible on commercially available cluster architectures
with sufficiently large memories. This opens up numerous
possibilities that our numerical framework can be applied to
— including, but not simply limited to, a deeper look into the
high-z quasar-host galaxies with even higher resolution. Fu-
ture directions of this line of work are discussed in the next
subsection.
5.2. Future Work
Because we strive to calculate the impact of stellar and
MBH feedback energy in the ISM from first principles —
rather than tuning it to match observed galaxies — and ex-
plore previously undiscussed interplay between galactic in-
gredients, our simulation technique has a potential to offer a
unique perspective for the growth of high-z MBHs and their
hosts. Obviously, the present study suffers from various lim-
itations which we will list below. We are actively testing and
running next generation simulations to expand the scope of
our research.
• Currently, the simulation barely resolves the scale of
star-forming gas clumps, and the gas flows at the
Bondi radius near a MBH (see Section 2.3; ∆x14 =
4.79 pc at z = 7.5). This was done by employing a
strategy to re-simulate an interesting time interval with
increased resolution (Section 2.4). A similar technique
could be used recursively to further increase resolution
between multi-scale re-runs. Our simulation will be
able to follow the actual gas inflows from galaxy- to
sub-pc scale in a violent merging event for which the
gas distribution can rarely be idealized as an exponen-
tial form — as sometimes assumed in previous stud-
ies such as Hopkins & Quataert (2010).18 This type of
simulations could help us evaluate how galaxy merg-
ers and the triggered MBH activities affect the build-up
of high-z quasars, and/or initiate a quasar-regulated star
formation phase.
• Due to computational limitations, the reported run time
is ∼ 25 Myrs at around z∼ 7.5 (for “Sim-SRTF+BH”).
As we advance our simulation for a longer evolution
time with better optimizations, we expect to acquire
more complete understandings of nonlinear interactions
between galactic ingredients occurring at widely differ-
ent scales simultaneously— from sub-pc scale to&Rvir
scale. For example, we could be poised to study the ef-
fect of MBH-driven outflows on gas cooling in the disk
and gaseous halo, and if this could alter the star forma-
tion history by suppressing cooling and/or gas inflows
for a sufficiently long time.
• By building a suite of cosmological “zoom-in” simu-
lations, we aim to validate the proposed pathways to
extremely massive quasars at z> 7. This type of exper-
iments will significantly advance our understandings
18 Note that our re-simulation technique improves that of
Hopkins & Quataert (2010), one of the most successful attempts to
render gas inflows from kpc to sub-pc scale. To set up a gas distribution for
a high-resolution re-simulation, however, they used an idealized, exponential
gas disk motivated by the lower-resolution run. In contrast, we plan to adopt
the exact gas distribution from the lower-resolution run but with increased
resolution.
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about the neighborhood of MBHs (such as accretion
disk and nuclear disk), and predict their characteristics.
While challenging, this is a well-timed study as ob-
servations provide excellent constraints on the growths
of high-z galaxies and MBHs (Section 1). More so-
phisticated physics for MBHs — absent in the present
runs but appropriate at the adopted resolution scale —
should be taken into consideration to refine our esti-
mates: e.g., MBH accretion model considering angu-
lar momentum (not the plain Bondi estimate, Eq.(7)),
panchromatic radiation from a MBH (as opposed to
monochromatic one), and outflows from a MBH inter-
acting with magnetic fields (Butsky et al. 2017).
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